Baby's Napkins
After taking napkins off the line, fold them in shape ready to put on baby. Taken from airing cupboard, they are ready to pop on.

Crisp Linen
To keep your sheets and pillowcases fresh, crisp, and new looking, add one cup boiled starch to the trough of rinsing water.

Dandruff Cure
An ordinary shaving cream massaged into the scalp and rinsed with warm water several times is a marvellous cleanser and cure for dandruff.

Dry Shampoo
If it is not convenient to shampoo your hair, try a dry shampoo made of bran. It is better than powders, which are hard to brush out. Warm the bran and rub into the hair. Then brush it out with a very stiff brush. Removes the grease and makes the hair glossy.

Breadcrumb Substitute
If you have no breadcrumbs and you want to crumb fish, rissoles or cutlets, mix salt and pepper to taste with fine wheatmeal or oatmeal. Roll the meat in it after first rolling it in flour, then dipping in milk. This gives the meat a crunchy covering that stays on well and is very tasty.

Children's Games
A parent who teaches a child to skip, play marbles, or spin a top before he starts school, does a real service to both teacher and child. A child who can join in the winter games, settles down readily and becomes a potential leader of other tots, and is much appreciated by a teacher, who finds it difficult to be an only leader to an over-sized group.

Frog Ponds
For your next children's party, make up a green jelly in small individual dishes, and after it has cooled and before it sets, insert a chocolate frog in each. Children are delighted with these frog ponds.

Baby Crawling
To keep baby's knees from getting sore when he starts crawling, line his crawlers at the knee with foam rubber.

Removing Chewing Gum
If chewing gum has stuck to children's clothes, put the article in the refrigerator for a while. The chewing gum will come off easily.

Button Container
A glass jar is invaluable to keep buttons in, that have been snipped off garments to be thrown out. You can see immediately what buttons you require.

Skirt Holes
Cut out flowers from floral remnant and stitch here and there on skirt, placing one on the hole.

We often hear people speak of a "dog's life", but this dog doesn't seem to be having too bad a time. Rita Wenberg, who lives in the lovely country area of Cobbitty has two loves, painting and animals!